Conference Dinner
“Das Schreiberhaus”
Wednesday, 12.09.2018 at 19:30

The Conference dinner will take place on Wednesday 12th September at 19:30 at the
traditional Austrian Winery (Heuriger) "Das Schreiberhaus":
https://www.dasschreiberhaus.at/
Rathstraße 54, 1190 Wien
Neustift am Walde
01 / 440 38 44 (after 12:00)
office@dasschreiberhaus.at

How to get to the conference dinner?
A bus shuttle is organised leaving from the university around 19:00-19:30 in front of the
main gate of the Exner Haus (Peter-Jordan-Str. 82). Exner Haus is the building where the MC
Meeting, all the presentations and the panel discussion on the 1st day of the conference will
take place. Look for the bus with the sign "Shuttle for NNEXT Conference dinner".
If somehow you miss our shuttle:
You can walk through the park Hugo-Wolf-Park
behind the BOKU’s buildings and get to the
Krottenbachstraße. There take the bus 35A
(direction Salmannsdorf). Get off at the bus stop:
Neustift am Walde. Walk 1 minute to the
Schreiberhaus. It will take you around 20 min.

How to get back to your hotel after dinner?
There will be no shuttle organised after the conference dinner to get back to the hotels. If
you plan to use public transport, please check your itinerary before. For the public transport
timetables go to the Wiener Linien website.
The buses operating near the restaurant are 35A and 39A.
The nearest bus stops are:
35A Neustift am Walde
39A Neustift, Agnesgasse
Last buses leave at:
35A direction Spittelau (change possibilities for S-Banh or U-Bahn U6 and U4) from the bus
stop Neustift am Walde
22 09 24 39 54
23 09 24 39 54
0 09 24 39 54 (on Wednesday going only to Nußdorfer Straße, one stop before Spitellau)
39A direction Heiligenstadt (change possibilities for S-Bahn or U4) from the bus stop
Neustift, Agnesgasse)
20 04 24 54
Taxis:
Vienna Airport Taxi - 01 / 480 37 37 or +43 (0) 664 6426903
Taxi Wien - +43 1 81 30 100
Taxi 31300 - +43 1 31300
Taxi 40100 - +43 1 40100

